Functionality of wrapping defects in soluble proteins: what cannot be kept dry must be conserved.
Soluble proteins preserve their structure only if a sufficient number of non-polar groups are clustered around the backbone hydrogen bonds, protecting them from water attack. When these bonds are not properly wrapped or dehydrated intramolecularly, structural integrity can be preserved through binding partnerships. This is because insufficiently wrapped hydrogen bonds are inherently adhesive and become better shielded upon protein-ligand association. Thus, we postulate that deficiently wrapped hydrogen bonds are functionally relevant. Two findings that support this conjecture are: (a) there is a statistically relevant linear correlation between the number of defects in a folding domain and its proteomic connectivity, obtained from large-scale two-hybrid experiments; (b) the residues paired by under-wrapped hydrogen bonds are highly conserved. The high mutational sensitivity of under-wrapped regions can be rationalized, since their structural integrity relies on their propensity to behave as binding sites, in turn, a consequence of their adhesiveness. Thus, the regions in soluble protein structure that cannot be kept dry in water tend to be conserved.